
 

 
 

POTENTIAL WORKSHOP OUTLINE  
(Friday Evening - Sunday Morning) 

 

Friday Evening 
(This section runs approximately 90 minutes with time afterward for questions and conversation. The actual start time 

is up to the congregation. It can be paired with a meal or occur as a stand-alone gathering.) 
 

How We Got Here: Trauma, Suffering, and Christian Faith (45 Minutes) 

This presentation serves as an introduction to my own story, and to the ways in which all of our 

experiences point us to the kinds of questions and challenges that we will explore together. This is 

also a time for us to talk openly about our own stories so that we might find connection and extend 

mercy and hospitality to one another in this workshop.  

 

Time to Tell the Truth: 3 Myths about Trauma, Suffering, and the Church (30 Minutes) 

This presentation explores three interconnected “myths” that are foundational to the rest of the 

workshop: (1) That trauma and significant suffering are the exception not the rule, (2) That 

churches have great language and practices to respond to these realities, and (3) That the church 

functions as a kind of “safe place” where these things are less likely to happen. Unpacking these 

three myths will enable us to ask the kinds of questions that will be explored in the full-day 

workshop. This will also serve as a kind of “sneak peek” at the overall trajectory of the workshop.  

 

Open Q&A (15 Minutes) 

This portion of the evening is a time for people to ask any kinds of questions they might have in 

advance of the workshop. This will enable me to more effectively tailor parts of this workshop for 

the concrete questions and realities of your congregation. This will also serve as an opportunity 

to give brief previews of the ways that the workshop will unfold in relationship to their questions.  

 

  



 

Saturday Morning 
(Each of these sessions is designed to last between 30-40 minutes. This allows for Q&A along the way as well as 

regular times for breaks, for self-care for those for whom this material is difficult or that brings up memories of their 

own traumatic experiences, and for direct engagement with attendees. The times shown below are only illustrative 

and can be arranged with the hosts in advance.) 
 

Trauma and Suffering: Data, Definitions, and Real Lives – 9:00-9:40am 

This presentation helps participants to understand some of the language of trauma, to explore 

ground-breaking research about the pervasiveness of trauma, particularly for children, for those 

who have served in combat, and the ways in which other life experiences misshape and reshape 

our entire lives. This unit concludes with Q&A.  

 

Break (10 Minutes)  

 

When Comfort Wounds: Suffering and the (Harmful) Language of Comfort – 9:50-10:30 

We’ve all been there. Something painful has happened to us and people we know and love with the 

best of intentions come to us and offer a piece of advice or some little saying that is given in love, 

but only makes our pain more real and more intense. Here we will explore these and ask how these 

words of comfort do not offer the relief we desire to give to those who are hurting. 

 

Break (15 Minutes) 

 

What Do We (Theologically) Call That? – 10:45-11:20 

One of the greatest challenges that we have in the church is finding the language to describe what 

these experiences of trauma and suffering are theologically. How might our Christian faith help 

us to find words by which we can talk about these things that affect all of us in such profound 

ways? We will learn here that we have to talk about the Powers of Sin and Death, but perhaps in 

a way that we haven’t done before.  

 

Break (10 Minutes) 

 

The Problem of Pain: From “Why me?” to “What now for you?” – 11:30-12:00 

Here we will briefly explore an important shift in our response to the realities of trauma and 

suffering (both our own and of others). What if the reality of suffering is not supposed to make us 

look inward, but instead to look towards others? What if our own suffering didn’t drive us into 

isolation, but opened us up to the loving embrace of our church community? This question will 

help us think through the rest of the workshop together.  

 

Lunch – 12:00-1:15 

 

Why Forgiveness of Sins is Not Enough: Language about Salvation – 1:15-1:55 

Now we are in a place to talk about how this affects our lives as believers and more importantly 

as a church body. The first thing we learn is that there are parts of our life that stand in need of 

God’s redemption, but not God’s forgiveness. So how do we think about and talk about that? 

 

Break (10 Minutes) 

 



 

Why Forgiveness of Sins is Not Enough: Christian Practices – 2:05-2:45 

What might this shift look like in the things that we say and do when we gather together for 

worship, for fellowship, and for spiritual formation? How might this enrich the way we talk about 

things like salvation, the metaphors we use to talk about Jesus, and practices of confession? Here 

we will learn that the Christian faith has powerful resources and wisdom to help us answer these 

questions together.  

 

Break (10 Minutes) 

 

The Church as Sanctuary: How the Church can Become the Safest Place on Earth – 2:55-

3:35 

The last session of the day will help us think about what it means to be a church that embraces the 

call to love and to care for those who have experienced trauma and suffering. We will talk about 

what this means for the church’s witness, for the church’s mission, and for the church’s own 

flourishing.  

 

Q&A: Ask Anything – 3:35-4:00 

 

Dismiss for the day at 4:00pm.   

 

Sunday Morning 
BIBLE CLASS: 

How (Not to) Respond to Suffering: Lessons from Church History 

In a conversational and interactive setting we will explore some ways in which believers have 

responded to trauma and suffering that have been at the very least ineffective if not harmful, as 

well as looking to a number of times where the church displayed its full potential in responding 

with love, mercy, and risk. (This class is appropriate for anyone thirteen years or older.) 

 

SERMON 

Go: Love 

If we are called to be a people who embody the love of God in the world, especially for the hurting, 

what does that look like and how are we able to do that? What does it look like to be the loving 

presence of God in a world, and in a church, so wounded by trauma and suffering?  

 

 

  


